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Abstract
On Designing Tattoo Registration and Matching Approaches in the Visible and SWIR Bands
Xuan Xu
Face, iris and fingerprint based biometric systems are well explored areas of research. However,
there are law enforcement and military applications where neither of the aforementioned modalities
may be available to be exploited for human identification. In such applications, soft biometrics may
be the only clue available that can be used for identification or verification purposes. Tattoo is an
example of such a soft biometric trait. Unlike face-based biometric systems that used in both
same-spectral and cross-spectral matching scenarios, tattoo-based human identification is still a
not fully explored area of research. At this point in time there are no pre-processing, feature
extraction and matching algorithms using tattoo images captured at multiple bands. This thesis is
focused on exploring solutions on two main challenging problems. The first one is cross-spectral
tattoo matching. The proposed algorithmic approach is using as an input raw Short Wave Infrared
(SWIR) band tattoo images and matches them successfully against their visible band counterparts.
The SWIR tattoo images are captured at 1100 nm, 1200 nm, 1300 nm, 1400 nm and 1500 nm.
After an empirical study where multiple photometric normalization techniques were used to pre-
process the original multi-band tattoo images, only one was determined to significantly improve
cross-spectral tattoo matching performance. The second challenging problem was to develop a
fully automatic visible-based tattoo image registration system based on SIFT descriptors and the
RANSAC algorithm with a homography model. The proposed automated registration approach
significantly improves the operational cost of a tattoo image identification system (using large
scale tattoo image datasets), where the alignment of a pair of tattoo images by system operators
needs to be performed manually. At the same time, tattoo matching accuracy is also improved
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Biometrics is the science of using physiological or behavioral characteristics, such as face, iris,
fingerprint, voice, gait and signature, to identify or verify individuals [6]. A traditional biometric
recognition system is composed of a set of modules, as illustrated in Fig. 1.1, which can be sum-
marized as follows: (1) sensors are used to capture data; (2) data are captured by sensors to input
the recognition system; (3) the pre-processing step is applied to remove useless information or
enhance local and global features of input data; (4) the feature extractor is implemented to extract
unique features from input data; (5) through the matcher, the probe dataset can be matched with
the gallery dataset to achieve the goal of identification or verification purposes.
Figure 1.1: The general flowchart of the traditional biometric system.
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1.1 Motivation
Aside from conventional biometric traits, soft biometric traits have been considered as alterna-
tive sources of information, useful for human identification [7]. And sometimes, soft biometrics
may be the only clue available that can be used for identification or verification purposes (see
Fig. 1.2). In [8], Dantcheva et al. defined, “Soft biometrics are traits physical, behavioral or
adhered human characteristics, classifiable in pre-defined human compliant categories. These
categories are, unlike in the classical biometric case, established and time-proven by humans with
the aim of differentiating individuals. In other words, the soft biometric traits instances are created
in a natural way, used by humans to distinguish their peers”. Soft biometrics was first presented
by Alphonse Bertillon in the 19th century and also the first personal biometric identification sys-
tem is designed by him [9]. Many characteristics are considered as soft biometric traits, including
color of eye, hair, skin and beard; shape and size of head; height, weight, and also Scars, Marks or
Tattoos (SMT) [9]. In [10], Jain et al. defined “soft biometric traits as characteristics that provide
some information about the individual, but lack the distinctiveness and permanence to sufficiently
differentiate any two individuals”. There has been proved that it is possible to use the larger scale
of soft biometric traits to achieve the identification or verification purposes. In general, surveil-
lance applications are deployed with soft biometrics [11] and there are a lot of research efforts
that capitalize on these developments. For example, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
Next Generation Identification (NGI) system uses the soft biometric traits like SMT as additional
biometric modalities to identify criminals [7] [12].
Among the multifarious soft biometric traits, tattoo has been identified in practical biomet-
ric applications to be a very important evidence for human identification. Tattoo images, when
captured under certain conditions (e.g. when the images are not affected by extreme pose, illumi-
nation variations and low quality) can be more useful to distinguish different individuals than other
traditional demographic indicators, such as height, gender, age and race [13]. Tattoos have been
first created over 5,000 years ago [14]. The harris poll points out that nowadays tattoos become
more and more prevalent in modern society. 3 out of 10 adults in United States have at least one
tattoo in 2016. This number was 2 out of 10 in 2012. From those people who have tattoos, there
are 69% that also mentioned they have two or more tattoos in their body. Also tattoos are very
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Figure 1.2: A masked terrorist with a tattoo on his arm [1].
popular among younger Americans, e.g. it is reported that about 47% of Millennials have at least
one tattoo [15].
Therefore, there are two main reasons why human tattoos can be successfully used as an al-
ternative way of human identification in forensics. The first one is that tattoos have become more
and more popular, and the second one is that tattoos have already influenced other human identi-
fication methods such as pathological, visual and trauma-based identification [16]. An important
feature of human tattoos is that tattoo pigments are found deeply in the human skin so that they can
be preserved even under skin burns. A practical example of why tattoos are important in human
identification is the fact that they were used for victim identification in the 9/11 terrorist attacks in
2001 and the Asian tsunami tragic event in 2004 [13].
1.1.1 Short-Wave Infrared
Short-Wave Infrared (SWIR) has been widely used in face recognition systems. Beyond the
visible band, SWIR can be used to capture image data in harsh environment such as in fog, smoke
and at nighttime. This feature of SWIR may help surveillance system to collect high quality image
at crime scene under severe conditions. However, in the open literature, no tattoo recognition
system based on SWIR tattoo dataset is explored.
In this thesis, we collected visible and SWIR tattoo databases, also implemented cross-spectral
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Figure 1.3: The example shows where the tattoo inks are in human skin and how the tattoo needle
works [2].
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Figure 1.4: The sample tattoo images for each visible and SWIR bands.
and same-spectral tattoo image matching. As we know, tattoo is placed in human skin. Human
skin is constructed by three layers, epidermis, dermis and hypodermis. According to [17], tattoo
inks should be input into the dermis layer by a tattoo needle. Basically, the depth of tattoo inks
is around 1 mm to 2 mm (see Fig. 1.3). Since the penetrability of SWIR (in general, SWIR can
penetrate into skin around 2.5 mm to 5 mm [18]) is better than visible light, the tattoo image
collected by SWIR camera has a clearer contour than the image collected by visible band camera
(See Fig. 1.4, regarding the tattoo images of visible, 1100 nm, 1200 nm and 1300 nm). However,
in Fig. 1.4, the tattoo images captured from 1400 nm and 1500 nm bands are suffering from bad
quality issue. This is a big challenge for tattoo recognition system. The moisture content of the
dermis is around 60-70% [19], and according to Fig. 1.5, the water absorption peak of SWIR is
around 1450 nm. Therefore, when we used the bands of 1400 nm and 1500 nm to capture tattoo
images, most of SWIR was absorbed by the water in dermis, the skin became dark and the quality
of tattoos was decreased.
Another important factor may influence the SWIR tattoo data collection is the light source used.
According to the work presented by Bourlai et al. [4], tungsten light source has the better intensity
for the SWIR than the traditional fluorescent light source. Fig. 1.6 shows the light intensity of
both tungsten and fluorescent light sources in the wavelength range from 900 nm to 1600 nm. The
Fig. 1.6 (a) indicates the intensity of tungsten light source. From the response curve of tungsten
light source, the light intensity is stable, and covering all of the wavelengths from 1100 nm to 1500
nm. The Fig. 1.6 (b) demonstrates the intensity of fluorescent light source. From the response
curve of fluorescent light source, the light intensity has very limited response for the wavelengths
we used in this work (1100 nm, 1200 nm, 1300 nm, 1400 nm and 1500 nm). Therefore, we selected
tungsten light source for the SWIR tattoo data collection.
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Figure 1.5: The absorption curve of wavelength in water. In the range of SWIR, the absorption
peak is around 1450 nm [3].
Figure 1.6: (a) shows the light intensity of tungsten light source and (b) shows the light intensity
of fluorescent light source [4].
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1.2 Problem Statement
In this thesis, we mainly focus on solving two main challenging problems: 1) Cross-spectral
tattoo image matching using visible and SWIR band images; 2) Tattoo image registration in the
visible band.
1.2.1 Cross-Spectral Tattoo Image Matching in the Visible and SWIR Bands
In this problem, we collected the visible and SWIR tattoo image databases. Each database
is composed of a set of visible and SWIR datasets. For the SWIR dataset, 5 bands of SWIR
filters are used (1100 nm, 1200 nm, 1300 nm, 1400 nm and 1500 nm). Then, an experiment has
been implemented to select feature extractor between Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT)
[20] and Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [21]. Moreover, we explored whether certain photometric
normalization methods, can, first, enhance the features of both SWIR and visible tattoo images
and then, improve cross-spectral matching performance. Finally, we investigated whether intra-
spectral matching is also improved when using the selected feature descriptor and the most efficient
photometric normalization method in terms to its effect in matching accuracy.
1.2.2 Tattoo Image Registration in the Visible Band
A two-level based automated registration system is designed and developed by using SIFT
descriptors and the Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) [22] algorithm with a homography
model. The first level of our system uses a traditional SIFT registration routine with the RANSAC
method to filter outliers of SIFT matchers. In the evaluation mode, a score level fusion scheme of
the Universal Image Quality (UIQ) [23] and Feature Similarity Image Quality (FSIM) [24] indexes
is used to decide whether a pair of tattoo images is registered correctly or not before matching is
performed. Our system will automatically make a decision whether a pair of tattoo images can
be an input to the second level of our system that focused on error correction. Here, the red-
channel of each RGB tattoo image is first used, and then the Contrast-Limited Adaptive Histogram
Equalization (CLAHE) [25] method is applied so that the error correction level is efficient.
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1.3 Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis are two-fold:
1. We explored cross-spectral tattoo image matching in visible and SWIR bands, by selecting
feature descriptor (SIFT vs. LBP) and photometric normalization technique through an em-
pirical study, the matching performance of either cross-spectral or intra-spectral matching is
improved significantly.
2. We designed a two-level based automated tattoo image registration approach which is as-
sociated with SIFT descriptors and the RANSAC algorithm with a homography model to
register visible band tattoo images.
1.4 Thesis Structure
The rest of this thesis is organized as follow:
• Chapter 2 introduces the existing works and techniques related to tattoo recognition systems
and image registration techniques.
• Chapter 3 presents the experimental design and data collection setup, including the detailed
stages of data collection, the information of equipment and the environment of collection.
Also this chapter describes the scenario of tattoo registration system.
• Chapter 4 describes the methodological approach of this thesis, including pre-processing,
feature extraction, feature descriptor matching and also carrying out the approach of tattoo
registration system.
• Chapter 5 provides the experimental results of cross-spectral tattoo image recognition and
tattoo registration.




This chapter introduces the existing works related to tattoo localization, segmentation, recog-
nition and retrieval. Also this chapter reviews the image registration techniques and developed
multi-wavelength acquisition system in SWIR band which is adapted for this work to collect SWIR
band tattoo images.
2.1 Tattoo Image Recognition and Retrieval
Tattoo image retrieval has become a new biometric research topic to identify humans in the
past ten years. Researchers have proposed many outstanding works for tattoo image matching and
retrieval, based on image-to-image matching and mixed media matching.
2.1.1 Tattoo Image Matching
Jain et al. [26] designed a Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) system for tattoo image
matching and retrieval. In their work, firstly they used a 3 × 3 Sobel operator to segment the tattoo
images as the preprocessing step. Then, low-level image features were extracted, such as color,
shape and texture. The color features included color histogram and color correlogram [27, 28];
according to [27], the segmented grayscale tattoo images and gradient tattoo images are used to
extract the shape features; to extract the texture features, they used the Edge Direction Coher-
ence Vector [29]. In the matching approach, this work computed the similarity score by applying
histogram intersection method [30] for the tattoo images. The general CBIR system for tattoo
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matching and retrieval is displayed in Fig. 2.1.
Figure 2.1: The overall approach flowchart of the CBIR system for tattoo image matching and
retrieval.
After that, Lee et al. [31] proposed a new CBIR system for tattoo image retrieval by replacing
the low-level features to the SIFT features [20]. This system ranks the number of SIFT keypoints
matched of a query image with gallery images to retrieve the target tattoo image, the top retrieved
image is defined as the retrieval result which has the most number of SIFT keypoints matched
with the query image. Moreover, Jain et al. [32] proposed two strategies, the body location of
tattoo image and geometric constraints, to improve the retrieval performance of CBIR system. For
the body location approach, they classified the tattoo database based on the ANSI/NIST ITL 1-
2000 standard [33]. For the geometric constraints approach, they separated the matched keypoints
as true matching points and false matching points. A true keypoint can always match with few
other keypoints and a false keypoint can always match with large numbers of other keypoints.
Therefore, they only used the true matching keypoints to retrieve tattoo images. In [34], Lee
et al. proposed an unsupervised ensemble ranking method to adapt the large scale database of
tattoo images retrieval for CBIR system. The retrieval performance of this method is not the best
one among other methods by using their CBIR system, but this one is the best trade-off method.
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It is much faster than SIFT matching [31] and the combination of ensemble and SIFT method.
Although the bag-of-words model [35] is the fastest method for CBIR system, but the proposed
unsupervised ensemble ranking method has better matching result and is just a little bit slower than
bag-of-words model. Then, Lee et al. [36] continually improved the tattoo retrieval performance
of CBIR system by enhancing the similarity measurements, including weighted SIFT keypoints
matching, symmetric matching and asymmetric matching.
Kim et al. [37] proposed a new tattoo matching and retrieval approach by combining local
and global matching methods. They introduced a descriptor called Multiple Different Sized-bin
Polar Histograms based Local Shape Context (MHLC) to combine with SIFT descriptor as the
local features. For the global shape descriptor, this work used the multiple different sized-bin polar
histogram associate with 2D discrete Fourier transform operator. In [38], Kim et al. introduced
another new tattoo image matching descriptor by combining SIFT descriptor and Local Self Simi-
larity (LSS) image descriptor [39], and defined a weighted distance similarity for the tattoo image
matching. Yi et al. [40] evaluated the effect of tattoo segmentation on the tattoo matching by
removing the useless image background for either probe set and gallery set. In this work, four ex-
perimental settings were applied: 1) use original image to match; 2) remove background of gallery
set; 3) remove background of probe set; 4) remove background of both probe and gallery sets. Two
matching method were used, SIFT and SURF [41].
2.1.2 Mixed Media based Tattoo Image Matching
Sometimes the query tattoo image maybe not available for the surveillance system to acquire.
Therefore, a drawn based tattoo query image can become a clue to identify the criminal suspect
(samples of mixed media tattoo images are shown in Fig. 2.2 from [42]). There have been proposed
two mixed media tattoo image based matching approaches in the past several years.
Han and Jain [43] presented to use tattoo sketch images matching with real tattoo images by
applying canny edge detector [44] to extract the shape information of both and real tattoo images,
and then using SIFT to extract local patterns from the shape of tattoos. This is the first time that
sketch tattoo media are considered as query data to be used for tattoo human identification. After
that, Huffman and McDonald [45] proposed another approach for mixed media tattoo matching
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Figure 2.2: The samples of a pair of real vs. their drawn tattoo image counterparts.
based on Shape Context (SC) [46], Coherent Point Draft (CPD) [47], and CPD mixture weights to
extract edge information from sketch and real tattoo images, then by computing the score alignment
quality to measure the similarity of the extracted features.
2.2 Tattoo Localization and Segmentation
Tattoo localization and segmentation are two very important pre-processing steps to improve
the performance of tattoo matching and retrieval. Most of tattoo image matching and retrieval
techniques that introduced in the previous section involved to crop region of interest (areas of tattoo
located at) manually. But the work of cropping tattoos by human operators is time consuming,
and inefficient. Therefore, researchers proposed several approaches to try to crop tattoos from
the original images automatically. Duangphasuk and Kurutach [48] proposed an image negative
method based tattoo image segmentation as a pre-processing scenario for tattoo image matching
and retrieval. This method includes three steps: (1) the skin color segmentation associated with
HSV (hue, saturation and value) model is used for skin detection; (2) image negative method is
used for tattoo skin detection; (3) finally, tattoos are segmented from the original image based
on the result getting from image negative method. Allen et al. [49] introduced another tattoo
segmentation method by using a bottom-up and top-down combination method. This method is
based on an unsupervised clustering to separate the skin and tattoo. Kim et al. [50] proposed two
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Literature Label Localization Segmentation Matching Retrieval
Jain et al. [26] × - × × ×
Lee et al. [31] × - - × ×
Jain et al. [32] × - - × ×
Duangphasuk et al. [48] - - × × ×
Allen et al. [49] - - × - -
Yi et al. [40] - - - × -
Kim et al. [37] - - - × ×
Kim et al. [38] - - - × ×
Kim et al. [50] - × × - -
Table 2.1: Summarized of tattoo image research focuses in the literatures, including pre-
processing, matching and retrieval.
new approaches related to automatic tattoo localization. The first method is called center-surround
feature localization, which is a combination method to use center-surround filter to associate with
skin color features and edge features. The second one is called graph-cut tattoo localization which
is based on their previous work [51]. Another contribution of this work is that they described a tool
for segmenting and saving tattoo image manually. Table 2.1 listed a summary of explored tattoo
image research focuses.
2.3 Multi-Wavelength Image Acquisition System
Multi-Wavelength systems have been used for many research areas. One of the important use
of Multi-Wavelength systems for biometrics is to obtain face images from different bands such as
infrared face images and thermal face images. Here we will introduce one of the system design
which has been modified and used for this work to collect our tattoo database.
Bourlai et al. [4] and Narang et al. [52] designed a Single-Sensor Multi-Wavelength (SSMW)
system to obtain visible and SWIR face image database that constructed with Goodrich SU640
(SWIR Camera), Five-position Rotation Filter Wheel, DC Servo motor and Optical Reflective
Sensor. The overall flowchart of their system is shown in Fig. 2.3. The subject is sitting right in
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front of the camera, the distance between camera and subject is 2m and the light source would be
coming from left and right side of the subject. By changing the filter wheel, operators can collect
different bands of SWIR face images including 1150 nm, 1250 nm, 1350 nm, 1450 nm and 1550
nm.
Figure 2.3: The SSMW system flowchart [4]
2.4 Image Registration Approaches
Image registration is the process related to align multiple images into the same coordinate
system. The general process of image registration can be expressed as follow: to apply geometric
transformation methods for a set of input images to align with a reference image so that they
are able to locate at the same scene. In general, image registration process includes four basic
steps: feature detection, feature matching, transform model estimation and image resampling and
transformation [53]. Several image registration techniques have been proposed. Dare and Dowmen
[54] introduced an advanced model using edge extraction and matching of Synthetic Aperture
Radar (SAR) registration. Yu et al. [55] proposed another fully automatic and fast non-rigid image
registration approach based on SIFT and the Harris corner detector methods. Wong and Clausi [56]
used robust complex wavelet feature representations to register satellite images by constraining
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point detection so that it can be adapted for the proposed image registration system. Although
there are many image registration applications existing, to the best of our knowledge, no fully
automated image registration method has been proposed for tattoo images.
16
Chapter 3
Data Collection Setup and Experimental
Design
This Chapter introduces: (1) the devices used to collect SWIR and visible tattoo databases; (2)
the database structures and setup for both cross-spectral matching and tattoo image registration.
3.1 Device Information
Our data collection system consists of the following components: Canon EOS 5D Mark III
Camera, Goodrich 1280JSX SWIR camera, a 5-position rotating filter wheel, and 5 different wave-
length filters.
• Canon EOS 5D Mark III: The Canon 5D Mark III camera is composed by a 22.3 Megapixel
full-frame Canon CMOS sensor and a Canon DIGIC 5+ image processor. This camera is
designed with the features of full frame, high-resolution image capture, the 61-Point high
density reticular AF and a flexible ISO range of 100-25600. The lens of this camera equipped
is Canon EF 24-105 mm, f/4 maximum aperture. The Fig. 3.1 shows the camera with lens.
• Goodrich 1280JSX (SWIR Camera): Goodrich 1280JSX (see Fig. 3.2) is the next gen-
eration digital video SWIR camera yielded by Sensors Unlimited. It owns a 1.3 Megapixel
high-resolution, high-sensitivity (from 700 to 1700 nm for Near-Infrared (NIR)/SWIR wave-
length spectrum) InGaAs (Indium Gallium Arsenide) imager. Also it supports 60 fps full
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Figure 3.1: Canon EOS 5D Mark III with 24-105 mm lens.
Figure 3.2: Goodrich 1280JSX SWIR Camera [5].
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Figure 3.3: The collection device setup, Canon 5D Mark III, Goodrich IR camera and 5 position
rotating filter wheel with 5 different wavelength filters.
frame rate, 1280× 1024 pixel format and 1250 nm pitch. This camera offers the real-time
daylight to low-light imaging via continuous monitoring laser detection in the SWIR wave-
length spectrum, easily penetrates through dust and smoke. The high-dynamic-range helps
camera to make a reliable imaging at nighttime without flashing and blooming. In this work,
we equipped Stingray Optics Fuchsia SR1499-A01 lens with Goodrich SWIR camera to
collect SWIR tattoo images.
• Five-Position Rotating Filter Wheel: The 5-position filter wheel with five filters of dif-
ferent wavelength bands is used to apply for different wavelength conditions. The Fig. 3.3
shows the structure of this filter wheel. The diameter of the wheel is 6 inches. Five band
pass filters are placed on the each of holes in the wheel. The filters are used for this work are
1100 nm, 1200 nm, 1300 nm, 1400 nm and 1500 nm.
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Figure 3.4: The overview of data collection setup for SWIR and visible bands tattoo image
collection.
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Database Cameras Num of Subject Num of Session Num of images
WVU-Tatt Canon 5D Mark III 96 1 5
Table 3.1: The summary of each database setup for the experiments of cross-spectral matching.
3.2 Experimental Setup
3.2.1 Cross-Spectral Tattoo Matching
In the cross-spectral tattoo matching experiments, first of all, both SWIR and visible bands
of tattoo images were collected under controlled conditions. The overview of the data collection
setup is shown in Fig. 3.4. In the data collection process, we set up two distances, 1m and 2m. The
SWIR tattoo database was collected at both 1m and 2m with five pass bands filters, 1100 nm, 1200
nm, 1300 nm, 1400 nm and 1500 nm. The visible band tattoo images were collected at only 2m.
The datasets were captured with 70mm lens zoom and also zoomed to fit the tattoos. Each subject
per dataset includes 10 tattoo images. There are 150 subjects in total which have one session and
79 subjects which have two fully completed sessions collected with at least one month between
sessions. In this part of work, we only investigated the cross-spectral and intra-spectral matching
performance with 96 subjects from the same session. In each subject, we randomly selected 5
images from each dataset (visible zoomed fit, 1m of each 1100 nm to 1500 nm)). The Table 3.1
summarizes the database setup for the cross-spectral matching experiments in Chapter 5.
3.2.2 Tattoo Image Registration
In the tattoo image registration experiments, two tattoo databases are used. One database is
well known as the NIST-Tatt-C database published by [42]. The NIST-Tatt-C database provides
five cases of data categories of tattoo databases to focus but not limited on tattoo similarity, tattoo
identification, region of interest, mixed media and tattoo detection. In this thesis, we only used the
category of tattoo identification to evaluate this two-level based tattoo registration system. In tattoo
identification category of NIST-Tatt-C database, we used 109 subjects to test our system. Each
subject has one probe and one reference tattoo image that collected under uncontrolled condition.
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Database Cameras Num of Subject Num of Session
NIST-Tatt-C Unknown 109 2
WVU-Tatt Canon 5D Mark III 79 2
Table 3.2: The summary of each database setup for the experiments of tattoo registration
Another database is the WVU-Tatt, which has been introduced in Section 3.2.1, the 79 subjects
have been collected under controlled conditions with two sessions, and only visible collection has
been used in this work. We randomly selected 1 of 10 images from each session per subject. The





In this chapter, we discuss our methodological approach to demonstrate that how we manage to
efficiently match multi-wavelength (probe set) tattoo images, captured under different five SWIR
filters applied against their tattoo counterparts (gallery set) captured under non-filter, visible condi-
tion. The overall process is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. Also this chapter provides the detailed approach
of the automatic tattoo registration system.
4.1 Cross-spectral Tattoo Matching
4.1.1 Geometric Normalization
As the pre-processing step of cross-spectral tattoo image matching, we aligned the probe tattoo
image (each SWIR band of tattoo datasets) to the reference one (visible tattoo dataset) by applying
image rotation and scaling manually. The general process is shown in Fig. 4.1. In this part, we
need to select two points from both of probe and reference images manually to make sure these
two pairs of points coming from the similar tattoo pattern location as far as possible. Lastly, all
processed tattoo images are downscaled to the same resolution. In this work, the resolution we
used is 128 × 128 pixels.
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the tattoo rotation and cropping process.
4.1.2 Photometric Normalization
Illumination Normalization technique or as known photometric normalization is a very effec-
tive technology to achieve a positive influence to the human recognition systems. The photometric
normalization aims to solve and reduce the influence of variable illumination like the reflect of
light, dark light and different wavelength light. For this work, because the light source is control-
lable, we apply these techniques to alleviate the influence of SWIR and visible band tattoo images,
and robust the local features of the raw tattoo datasets.
In our work, we tested twenty-one different photometric normalization techniques in total,
twenty algorithms are from INface (Illumination Normalization techniques for robust Face Recog-
nition) toolbox v2.0 [57] [58], to select the one which has the best performance for our Multi-
wavelength tattoo database. The following contents provide more specific details for each photo-
metric normalization technique we tested:
• Single Scale Retinex (SSR): Jobson et al. [59] proposed the SSR algorithm which applied
the majority of photometric normalization technique based on the retinex theory [60] and
used the Gaussian filter for normalization.
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• Adaptive Single Scale Retinex (ASR): Park et al. [61] proposed the ASR method which is
another additional approach based on retinex technique.
• Homomorphic Filtering based Normalization (HOMO): Heusch et al. introduced the
HOMO method which is one of the widely used photometric normalization approach. This
method can enhance the high frequency components of the input image also reduce the low
frequency components by implementing Fourier transform and then by exploiting the inverse
Fourier transform to transfer the input image from the frequency domain to spatial domain.
• Single Scale Self Quotinet (SSQ): Wang et al. [62] proposed the SSQ algorithm which
is very similar to the SSR algorithm. Unlike SSR using a Gaussian filter, the SSQ uses
Gaussian smoothing filter.
• Multi Scale Self Quotinet (MSQ): Wang et al. [62] introduced another photometric nor-
malization technique in their work called MSQ which is still based on Gaussian smoothing
filter.
• Discrete Cosine Transform based Normalization (DCT): Chen et al. [63] proposed the
DCT based normalization technique. It mainly operates an input image into the low fre-
quency domain by calculating a number of DCT coefficients and minimizing variations to
attain illumination invariance.
• Wavelet based Normalization (WA): Du and Ward [64] introduced the WA method which
is based on implementing the discrete wavelet transform.
• Wavelet Denoising based Normalization (WD): Zhang et al. [65] developed the WD tech-
nique which is based on implementing the wavelet denoising.
• Isotropic Diffusion based Normalization (IS): Heusch et al. [66] introduced the IS normal-
ization method which is based on the anisotropic diffusion. It applies an isotropic smoothing
function for the input image to acquire the information of luminance.
• Anisotropic Diffusion based Normalization (AS): Gross and Brajovic [67] proposed the
AS algorithm by implementing the normal anisotropic smoothing to the input image to eval-
uate the luminance information.
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• Steerable Filter based Normalization (SF): The SF is an effective approach to remove the
variations caused by illumination from the original images through steerable filters.
• Non-local Means based Normalization (NLM): Štruc and Pavešić [68] proposed the NLM
technique which is based on the non-local means denoising method to evaluated the re-
flectance and luminance information.
• Adaptive Non-local Means based Normalization (ANL): Štruc and Pavešić [68] proposed
another photometric normalization technique called ANL which introduced an adaptive way
to use non-local means denoising algorithm to obtian the reflectance and the luminance func-
tion.
• Modified Anisotropic Diffusion Normalization (MAS): Gross and Brajovic [69] intro-
duced the MAS method which is based on AS and includes the post-processing procedure.
• Gradientfaces Normalization (GF): Zhang et al. [70] proposed the GF algorithm which is
based on the computation results of the image gradients and combining with the orientation
information to yield an image with illumination invariant.
• Single Scale Weberfaces Normalization (SSW): Wang et al. [71] introduced the SSW
approach which is based on Weber contrast and image gradients to represent an illumination
invariant image.
• Multi scale Weberfaces normalization (MSW): Wang et al. [71] also proposed an exten-
sion work of SSW called MSW which is not only to combine Weber contrast and image
gradients but also implement a linear combination to represent the illumination invariant
image.
• Large- and small-scale Features Normalization (LSSF): Xie et al. [72] introduced the
LSSF method by using both large and small scale features as the principal components to
process the input image. The reflectance and luminance functions are calculated as the first
round, and then the same process is applied as the second round of normalization to finally
get output image.
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• Tan and Triggs Normalization (TT): Tan and Triggs in [73] proposed the TT normalization
which is based on gamma correction, DoG filtering and post-processing step to represent the
output image.
• DoG Filtering based Normalization (DoG): The DoG technique is based on applying the
difference of Gaussian filter to construct the normalized image. Either gamma correction
or logarithm transform is required to process input image first according to INFace toolbox
[57] [58].
• CLAHE: CLAHE is a very popular normalization technique widely used in the field of face
recognition proposed in [25] by Zuiderveld. It separates the input image to several small
patches which are called tiles and enhances each of patches individually.
Finally, TT photometric normalization has been selected to operate the rest of cross-spectral
matching experiments based on the reliable performance and the best results for matching bands of
1100 nm, 1200 nm and 1500 nm against to visible set (see Chapter 5 and Fig. 5.3, Fig. 5.4, Fig. 5.5,
Fig. 5.6, Fig. 5.7 for more details). The Fig. 4.2 exhibits the processed results of all photometric
normalization techniques, the input image is captured in visible band. Fig. 4.3 shows an example
of the processed tattoo images in all bands (visible vs. SWIR, original vs. TT).
4.1.3 Feature Extraction and Matching
In this section, two main matching methods we used in this work are introduced, SIFT and LBP.
They are both very popular and successful approaches applied for face and object recognition.
Local Binary Patterns
The LBP operator was first proposed by Ojala et al. [74] and it is one of the best widely used
algorithms for texture features representation and description in various component-based human
recognitions.
The original operator of LBP sets the entire pixels of the input image through thresholding the
3 × 3 neighborhood of each pixel with the central pixel value and generating 8-bit binary array as
the result. Then, a texture descriptor is created through the histogram of the labels. For instance,
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Figure 4.2: The results of photometric normalization. The red box shows the Tan and Triggs result
which we selected for our entire set of experiments.
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Figure 4.3: The results of one of the photometric normalization methods, TT method is applied for
all bands of SWIR and visible tattoo image
Figure 4.4: A demonstration of how a basic LBP operator works.
Fig. 4.4 shows the sample process of LBP operator in 9 pixels consisting with a 3 × 3 block. The
central pixel value is 3. By comparing the value of all 8 neighbor pixels with the central value,
all the pixels value greater or equal to 3 will be recorded as 1 in the new 3 × 3 block at the same
position, otherwise, the pixels will be set to 0. Therefore, a new block figure can be obtained (See
the right side block of Fig. 4.4). Then an 8-bit strings as a binary array can be gained, the value
is 11101110. Finally, the central pixel of this block can be represented by converting this binary
array to decimal value. In this case, the decimal value is 238.
The original LBP operator has been proved as a powerful texture measurement approach in
many areas. But one of the disadvantage of this algorithm is that it is difficult to describe the
information with different scales. To solve this issue, Ojala et al. [75] proposed an extensional
version of LBP operator. The new LBP method, also referred as circular LBP, defines that the
local neighborhood points are distributed evenly around the circle center. Through this way, the
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Figure 4.5: The example of circular LBP operator, the neighborhood points and radius are different,
such as (8,1), (8,2) and (16,2), by bilinear interpolated.
radius and the number of points of LBP descriptors can be set to any available value according
to the feature extraction purpose. If the sampling point cannot locate at the center of a pixel, the
bilinear interpolation will be implemented. Here, the number of pixel neighborhoods is expressed
as P and the circle radius is defined as R. The example of circular LBP operator is demonstrated
with different values of P and R in Fig. 4.5.
Another extension of LBP operator which played an important role in our experiments is uni-
form patterns proposed in [75]. The uniform pattern is defined only if a circular LBP descriptor
includes no more than twice of bitwise transitions from 0 to 1 or 1 to 0. For instance, the binary
arrays 00000000 (0 transition) and 00000001 (1 transition, from 0 to 1) can be defined as uni-
form patterns. The binary array 10000100 (3 transitions from 1-0-1-0, more than twice) cannot be
defined as uniform pattern.
The main purpose to define the uniform patterns for LBP is to group all of the nonuniform
patterns into a single bin and group each of uniform patterns into a different bin through the LBP
histogram computation. There are existing experiments with texture images finished by Ojala et
al. [75] and the results indicate that almost 90% of all patterns are the uniform patterns when using
8 neighborhood pixels and 1 as the radius (P=8,R=1), about 70% of patterns are uniform patterns
in the neighborhood of 16 and the radius as 2 (16,2). Also in the work of Ahonen et al. [21], they
found that, in FERET facial image database, 90.6% of the patterns are uniform patterns when using
(8,1) and 85.2% in the neighborhood of (8,2).
In this work, the LBP operator is defined as LBPu2P,R. The subscript expresses to set the neigh-
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borhood parameters in the LBP operator (P,R), the value of P stands for number of neighbor pixels
used and R means the radius set for the operator. The superscript u2 indicates that only the uniform
patterns are considered in this LBP descriptor. In general, we use an input pixel defined as (xa,ya)







where the gp and gc (i.e., p = 0,1, ...,P−1) stand for the value of the central pixel and the P and R
are the same as the notion (P, R) which have been defined earlier. 2P indicates a binomial weight
assigned to each S(gp −gc). The function S(x) which associates to select uniform patterns can be
expressed as follow:
S(x) =
1, x ≥ 00, x < 0 (4.2)
In our experiments, the parameters set of the LBP algorithm is from the work of Ahonen et
al. [77]. We select the uniform patterns from LBP descriptors with 18× 21 pixel windows and
P = 8,R = 2. This operator can be expressed as LBPu28,2 since Ahonen et al. verified that this is the
best parameter setup to get the best matching accuracy.
Scale-Invariant Feature Transform
According to [20], the SIFT feature is invariant to translation, rotation and scale. It is a kind of
very robust local feature descriptor that has been applied for many research areas, such as object
detection, tracking, recognition, tattoo retrieval, and matching.
The main four steps described below are the general procedure of the SIFT features computa-
tion:
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The general methodological approach can be described as follow equations:
D(x,y,σ) = (G(x,y,kσ)−G(x,y,σ))∗ I(x,y)
= L(x,y,kσ)−L(x,y,σ)
(4.3)
where k is defined as a constant multiplicative factor, and L(x,y,σ) is the scale space function can
be expressed as
L(x,y,σ) = G(x,y,σ)∗ I(x,y) (4.4)






I(x,y) stands for an input image.
After extracting the SIFT features and descriptors from a probe and gallery image (defined
as D1 and D2), the squared Euclidean distance Dist between D1 to all D2 can be calculated, the
keypoints can match with each other only if the criteria of Eqn. 4.6 can be satisfied (see [20]
and [78] for more details). In this work, the value of threshold is 1.5 which is the default value of
the SIFT method provided by [78].
Dist (D1,D2, threshold)< Dist (D1,D2) (4.6)
Distance metrics
In computer vision and biometrics, distance metrics are played an important role in many tasks
like image classification, identification and image quality assessment. In general, the distance met-
rics are usually applied to calculate the distance between two feature vectors and feature descriptors
of images.
• Euclidean Distance:
In our work, we used squared Euclidean Distance to measure two SIFT descriptors to cal-
culate the final distance scores by applying the VLFeat toolbox [78]. The equation can be
described below:






where d2 is the squared Euclidean Distance, D1 and D2 stand for descriptor 1 and descriptor
2 of SIFT.
• Chi Squared Distance:
According to the work of Ahonen et al. in [77], the Chi-squared (χ2) histogram distance
is named as the distance measurement tool to calculate the distance between two feature








where p and q are the two histogram vectors of the LBPu28,2 descriptors. In our experiments,
the Chi squared distance is also used as the distance metric for the LBP method.
4.2 Automatic Tattoo Image Registration System
In this section, we introduce our proposed automatic tattoo registration system detailed. Our
developed system includes three main approaches: (A) tattoo image registration with SIFT de-
scriptor and RANSAC algorithm; (B) registration evaluation and (C) registration error correction.
The overall process is illustrated in Fig. 4.6.
4.2.1 Tattoo Image Registration with SIFT Descriptor and RANSAC Algo-
rithm
The methodological approach and the acquirement of SIFT descriptors has been described in
the previous section.
The RANSAC algorithm is an effective approach to filter the outliers of SIFT matchers and
improve the reliability of SIFT keypoint matching through a statistic way [22]. In the proposed
tattoo registration system, we use the RANSAC algorithm associated with a homography model to
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Figure 4.6: The overall approach flowchart of our proposed two-level based automatic tattoos
registration system. Block (1b) indicates the detailed level one registration process of block (1a)
applied SIFT and RANSAC with homography model. Block (2) shows the general registration
process of level two (see Fig. 4.8 for more details about level two process).
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filter outliers of SIFT matcher and align the tattoo images to achieve the registration purpose [78]
(see block (1b) of Fig. 4.6 for the process of SIFT and RANSAC).
4.2.2 Registration Evaluation
After getting the pair of registered tattoos by the registration system of level one, it is very
important to check whether this pair of tattoos are aligned in the right way or not. The traditional
way to finish this work is applying manual evaluation by a human operator. However, manual
evaluation has major disadvantages when compared to an automated evaluation system. Firstly, it
is unrealistic to adapt large dataset measurement by human operators because a long time will be
taken if we visually judge the registration results. Secondly, visual measurement cannot guarantee
the accuracy of registration results because our eyes are not accurate enough to distinguish small
difference between two similar images. To deal with these two problems, we design a scheme to
check and judge the validity of registration results automatically.
In our designed method, we computer and compare the similarity scores between original pair
and registered pair of tattoo images which have been applied CLAHE technique first, then fuse the
two image quality index methods, UIQ and FSIM, in the score level. The fundamental principle
of this approach is demonstrated in Fig. 4.7. The process of score level fusion can be described
as follow: 1) normalize scores of UIQ and FSIM from 0 to 1 which means that if the score is
more closed to 1, the pair of tattoo images is more similar with each other, and vice versa; 2) sum
the normalized UIQ and FSIM scores to get a new fusion score that used to judge and decide the
validity of registration. The original fusion score is defined as Score1, which can be computed
by using the original pair of tattoo images that applied the score fusion scheme, the registered
fusion score is defined as Score2, which can be obtained by calculating the registered pair of tattoo
images using this score fusion scheme. The difference value (Dval) between Score1 and Score2 is
implemented to decide whether this pair of tattoo images is registered successfully or not (regard
Eqn. 4.9). If Dval is greater than zero, it will indicate that the registration is successful. If not, it
will indicate that the registration is failed.
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Figure 4.7: The general process of score fusion based image quality index technique.
Dval = Score2−Score1
> 0, correct< 0, incorrect (4.9)
4.2.3 Registration Error Correction
Although SIFT descriptors offer robust local features and RANSAC can filter outliers of SIFT
matching keypoints, the tattoo registration results still suffer from mismatch and lack of SIFT
keypoints matched in several subjects. In these specific cases, several adverse factors may be
considered, such as distortion, illumination and low quality, which may significantly reduce the
robustness of local SIFT descriptors. In order to overcome these challenges, the R, G, B color
representation of the input image and CLAHE method [25] are combined and applied as the main
approach of second level of our registration system. The second level of this registration sys-
tem aims to enhance local SIFT features and reduce the impact of unfavorable factors. Fig. 4.8
demonstrates the detailed process of registration error correction.
To find out which color channel-CLAHE integration method has the best performance in this
work, we analyzed all the SIFT keypoint matching for each color channel combined with CLAHE
technique for the subjects which cannot be registered correctly by system of level one. Fig. 4.9
shows an example of a comparative study for an subject which cannot be registered successfully,
(A) demonstrates the level one SIFT descriptors match, there are only 5 keypoints can be matched
with each other and several mismatch keypoints still existing. (B), (C) and (D) indicate red channel,
green channel and blue channel with CLAHE technique applied for the registration error correc-
tion. The red channel with CLAHE technique has the best performance in both number of keypoint
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Figure 4.8: The general process of second level based tattoo registration system. The upper block
shows an example of incorrect registration makes by level one of our system. The lower block
indicates the result of level two registration after applying red-channel-CLAHE for the input pair
tattoos.
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Figure 4.9: Tattoo Image analysis of SIFT matching for all grayscale (A), red-channel CLAHE
(B), green-channel CLAHE (C) and blue-channel CHALHE (D).
matched and number of keypoint matched correctly. Table 4.1 summarized all the unsuccessfully
registered subjects for both databases we used to test this registration system. From the results
shown in Table 4.1, the red channel with CLAHE combination is always the best one for all incor-
rectly registered subjects. Therefore, we choose the red channel integrated with CLAHE technique
for the registration error correction process.
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Subject Grayscale R-CLAHE G-CLAHE B-CLAHE
NIST-Tatt-C 1 4(2) 7(7) 4(2) 0(0)
NIST-Tatt-C 2 6(2) 7(7) 8(4) 16(3)
NIST-Tatt-C 3 4(2) 8(8) 4(0) 4(0)
NIST-Tatt-C 4 5(1) 8(8) 7(0) 5(0)
NIST-Tatt-C 5 5(4) 8(8) 4(0) 4(0)
NIST-Tatt-C 6 4(0) 11(10) 5(2) 6(2)
WVU-Tatt 1 7(1) 26(26) 5(0) 9(1)
WVU-Tatt 2 7(6) 8(8) 6(3) 7(1)
WVU-Tatt 3 4(1) 12(12) 4(1) 3(1)
Table 4.1: Summary of R, G, B channel combined with CLAHE for all the incorrectly registered
subjects for both databases (NIST-Tattoo-C and WVU-Tatt). Numbers outside the parenthesis
represent the number of SIFT keypoint matching, numbers inside the parenthesis represent the
correct SIFT keypoint matching.
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Chapter 5
Experimental Results of Tattoo Matching
and Registration
This chapter describes and summarizes all the experimental results of cross-spectral tattoo
recognition and tattoo registration system including: (1) descriptor selection between LBP and
SIFT, (2) photometric normalization method selection, (3) tattoo cross-spectral matching with or
without photometric normalization applied, intra-spectral tattoo matching with photometric nor-
malization, (4) results of tattoo registration in visible band. The first three sections are focus on the
first problem: cross-spectral matching and the section 4 is focus on exploring tattoo registration
approach in visible band only.
5.1 SIFT vs. LBP Descriptors
The experiment of this section aims to explore which descriptor, SIFT or LBP, is better to
implement for cross-spectral tattoo matching. In this section, all the tattoo images are original
cropped and resized to 128 × 128 without any photometric normalization techniques applied.
Fig. 5.1 indicates the Cumulative Match Characteristic (CMC) curves of LBP with uniform pat-
terns associated with Chi square distance measurement and the table below the CMC curves shows
the accuracy of rank-1 to rank-5 of matching results. Fig. 5.2 indicates the CMC curves of SIFT
method associated with Euclidean distance measurement and also the table below the curves repre-
sents the accuracy of rank-1 to rank-5 of matching results. By comparing these two figures, we can
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Figure 5.1: The CMC curve of cross-spectral tattoo matching applied for LBP method measured
by Chi squared.
easily conclude that LBP descriptor is much better than SIFT descriptor for cross-spectral tattoo
image matching. The accuracy for each band has been significantly improved by LBP method. The
performance of SIFT method is very poor, especially for 1400 nm (9.79%) and 1500nm (3.13%).
Therefore, SIFT descriptor is not useful for cross-spectral tattoo image matching. We will use LBP
descriptor for further experiments.
5.2 Exploring Photometric Normalization Techniques
The purpose of this section is to explore and solve one question: Can photometric normaliza-
tion techniques help us to improve the matching accuracy for cross-spectral tattoo matching? To
deal with this problem, first of all, all the tattoo images (both of visible and SWIR images) are
processed by 21 photometric normalization techniques separately. Then, we have done a com-
parative matching for each photometric normalization method for each SWIR band by extracting
LBP features. Fig. 5.3 shows the accuracies of rank-1 result for 1100 nm of each photometric
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Figure 5.2: The CMC curve of cross-spectral tattoo matching applied for SIFT method measured
by Euclidean distance.
normalization technique. Fig. 5.4 indicates the accuracies of rank-1 result for 1200 nm for each
photometric normalization method. Fig. 5.5 exhibits the accuracies of rank-1 result for 1300 nm.
Fig. 5.6 shows the accuracies of rank-1 result for each photometric normalized technique for 1400
nm and Fig. 5.7 demonstrates the accuracies of rank-1 result for 1500 nm.
From the results above, we can find out that the two photometric normalization techniques,
DoG and TT, always demonstrate the best rank-1 results for each band among all 21 photometric
normalization methods. For the bands of 1100 nm, 1200 nm and 1500 nm, TT shows its advance
and for 1300 nm and 1400 nm, DoG method shows better matching accuracies. Fig. 5.8 and Fig. 5.9
indicate the CMC curves for both TT and DoG methods. From these results, we can easily compare
the accuracy of each method, band and rank (rank-1 to rank-5). By analyzing and comparing all
the results of each band each method, we selected TT as the photometric normalization technique
for the rest of experiments. Table 5.1 refers all rank-1 results for each band by applying TT and
DoG or not. Row 1 shows the original result (no photometric normalization), row 2 indicates the
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Figure 5.3: The results for 1100 nm vs. gallery tattoo matching applied for each of the 21 photo-
metric normalization techniques.
Figure 5.4: The results for 1200 nm vs. gallery tattoo matching applied for each of the 21 photo-
metric normalization techniques.
Figure 5.5: The results for 1300 nm vs. gallery tattoo matching applied for each of the 21 photo-
metric normalization techniques.
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Figure 5.6: The results for 1400 nm vs. gallery tattoo matching applied for each of the 21 photo-
metric normalization techniques.
Figure 5.7: The results for 1500 nm vs. gallery tattoo matching applied for each of the 21 photo-
metric normalization techniques.
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Figure 5.8: The results for all 1100 nm to 1500 nm vs. gallery tattoo matching applied for TT
photometric normalization technique.
Figure 5.9: The results for all 1100 nm to 1500 nm vs. gallery tattoo matching applied for DoG
photometric normalization technique.
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1100 nm 1200 nm 1300 nm 1400 nm 1500 nm
Original 83.75% 90.63% 89.38% 57.92% 37.08%
TT 91.25% 93.33% 91.67% 83.13% 71.67%
DoG 89.58% 93.13% 92.71% 83.96% 71.46%
Table 5.1: Summarized of cross-spectral matching results of each band with or without applying
photometric normalization technique.
results of TT and row 3 shows the results of DoG. For the band of 1100 nm to 1300 nm, there are
several percent accuracy increased by using photometric normalization techniques. For the band
of 1400 nm and 1500 nm, the accuracy has been improved tremendously (increasing about 26%
for 1400 nm and about 34% for 1500 nm).
5.3 Intra-spectral Tattoo Image Matching
The matching strategy can be summarized as follow:
• 1100 nm - 1500 nm matching with visible set.
• 1200 nm - 1500 nm matching with 1100 nm.
• 1300 nm - 1500 nm matching with 1200 nm.
• 1400 nm - 1500 nm matching with 1300 nm.
The CMC curves are shown in Fig. 5.10. From the results, we can find out that the intra-
spectral tattoo matching results are better than cross-spectral tattoo matching results for every
SWIR band we used. And three of all the results can achieve 100%, they are 1200 nm matched
with 1100 nm, 1300 nm matched with 1100 nm and 1300 nm matched with 1200 nm. The results of
this experiment indicate two-fold: 1) the matching performance of tattoo recognition in the same
spectrum (in this work is in SWIR band) is better than cross-spectral tattoo recognition; 2) the two
SWIR bands are more closed to each other, the better results can be achieved (See the curve trend
of 1500 nm line in Fig. 5.10).
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Table 5.2: Results of tattoo registration accuracy including both NIST-Tatt-C and WVU-Tatt
database.
5.4 Tattoo Registration Results
In this section, we implemented three experiments to evaluate our proposed tattoo registration
system. In the first experiment, we explored the performance of level one registration system.
Both NIST-Tatt-C and WVU-Tatt databases were used to test the validity of system through SIFT
descriptors and the RANSAC algorithm with a homography model for each pair of tattoos. The
column of level one in Table 5.2 shows the registration results of this experiment. The accuracy of
NIST-Tatt-C is 94.50% that means 6 out of 109 subjects are registered incorrectly. In the practical
operation, our system filtered out 8 pairs of tattoo not registered correctly in total. However, by
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Database Original Registration Correction
NIST-Tatt-C 54.13% 95.41% 100%
WVU-Tatt 86.08% 96.20% 98.73%
Table 5.3: Rank-1 of tattoo recognition performance of NIST-Tatt-C and WVU-Tatt Database
based on LBP method with uniform patterns.
Figure 5.11: The example for already registered pair of tattoos
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Figure 5.12: CMC curves of tattoo recognition performance based on LBP with uniform patterns:
(a) indicates the results of NIST-Tatt-C database; (b) indicates the results of WVU-Tatt database.
analyzing each of incorrect registration cases specifically, there are 2 of 8 subjects that actually
have already been registered with each other (see Fig. 5.11). This can account for two errors in
our evaluation systems, when the system made wrong decision after the whole process finished
for this 2 specific subjects. For WVU-Tatt database that has 79 subjects, the accuracy of level
one is 96.20% that means 3 out of 79 subjects cannot be registered successfully. Then, all of
falsely registered subjects in both databases from the first experiment are input to level two system
where red-channel based CLAHE method are applied for all tattoo images first, and then apply-
ing the same process (SIFT and RANSAC with a homography model) to register again with each
other. After implementing the whole system to address all the tattoo images, the final registration
performance can achieve 100% for both NIST-Tatt-C and WVU-Tatt databases (refer to the col-
umn of level two in Table 5.2). Finally, LBP with uniform patterns, based on Chi square distance
measurement, is used as the tattoo recognition method to compare before and after registration
applied for the tattoo images. Three sub-experiments in tattoo recognition are conducted to: 1)
Original: tattoo recognition without implementing any registration approach; 2) Registration: tat-
too recognition with registered tattoos based on level one of system; 3) Correction: Registered
tattoo recognition based on the whole registration system (implemented level one and level two of
system for registration). Table 5.3 shows all of the Rank-1 performance based on these three ex-
periments for both databases. From the results, our proposed tattoo registration system has the best
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recognition accuracy (NIST-Tatt-C is 100%, improved 45.87% and WVU-Tatt database is 98.73%,
improved 12.65%). The CMC curves in Fig. 5.12 show the LBP recognition performance from
Rank-1 to Rank-10 for all three LBP based tattoo recognition experiments.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
In the final chapter, we summarize the conclusions of this thesis and make the general discus-
sion for the results which we got. By analyzing this work and results, we also present the limitation
of this thesis and the future plan to further improve this work.
The study and results that have been done by this work include: exploring a new area of
cross-spectral matching for visible and SWIR tattoo matching; a comparative study for 21 pho-
tometric normalization techniques as pre-processing step for tattoo cross-spectral matching; the
intra-spectral tattoo matching in SWIR band associating with selected photometric normalization
method; and the tattoo registration system for visible band tattoo images. The limitation and future
work present some important research topics for tattoo biometrics, such as automated tattoo image
segmentation and localization.
6.1 Discussion and Conclusions
In this work, we have done the cross-spectral matching for visible against SWIR bands of
tattoos and used two different databases to test the developed tattoo registration system. By our
best knowledge, this is the first time to carry out tattoos captured in SWIR bands to match with
both visible and SWIR bands tattoo images, also this is the first time to investigate the automatic
tattoo image registration system in visible band.
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6.1.1 Cross-Spectral Tattoo Matching
In the experiments of cross-spectral matching problem, we firstly applied two famous descrip-
tors to extract features from visible and SWIR tattoo images, they are SIFT which has achieved
some successful results for tattoo image retrieval and matching in visible band (see the related
work in Chapter 2), and LBP with uniform patterns which has been widely used in face recogni-
tion area including visible and Infrared (IR) bands. Through the empirical and comparative study
of cross-spectral matching, we finally selected LBP with uniform patterns as the feature extraction
method to gain the LBP descriptors for matching. For the pre-processing step, we compared 21
kinds of photometric normalization techniques for the tattoo cross-spectral matching and finally
selected TT as the pre-processing method to apply for all tattoo images before feature extraction
and matching since the approach of TT shows the most reliable results for SWIR bands of tattoo
images matching with visible band. Finally, we have done the intra-spectral matching for all SWIR
bands to evaluate the matching performance of IR tattoos against IR tattoo.
The potential reason why LBP has a better performance than SIFT is that the accuracy of
SIFT based tattoo image matching depends on the correct keypoints matching between probe and
gallery images. From visible band to match with visible band tattoo images, the local features and
contents of tattoo images are similar, the color has not been changed in the same spectrum (see
Fig. 5.11). But when we are trying to match IR tattoo images with visible tattoo images, the color
content of IR tattoo images is changed a lot (see the first row of Fig. 4.3,). As increasing the SWIR
filter band (from 1100 nm to 1500 nm), not only the color is being changed, but also the visual
content information is continually losing (refer introduction for more details). Therefore, SIFT
algorithm becomes harder and harder to find the correct keypoints matching for the cross-spectral
tattoo images. LBP descriptor is to compare the similarity of texture, although it is influenced by
content and color information changed, it is impacted not too much like SIFT algorithm. Also
LBP with uniform patterns are able to enhance the LBP descriptors to adapt rotation changed.
Therefore, LBP with uniform patterns approach has a better performance than SIFT algorithm
for cross-spectral tattoo image matching. Another side can help us better understand the content
changed is to discuss the result of intra-spectral tattoo image matching (See the results in Fig. 5.10).
We can easily find that the results of intra-spectral matching are always better than cross-spectral
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matching by referring the first column of Fig. 5.10, the results of cross-spectral matching always
associate with the worst matching accuracy. For instance, the accuracy of 1500 nm vs. visible is
71.67%, but the accuracy of 1100 nm vs. 1500 nm is 87.08%, the accuracy of 1200 nm vs. 1500
nm is 92.92%, the accuracy of 1300 nm vs. 1500 nm is 93.96% and the accuracy of 1400 nm vs.
1500 nm has achieved 96.88%. This simple example demonstrates that: 1) the more closed to
between two IR bands, the more similar content information the tattoo images have, also a better
matching result can be obtained; 2) the results of the intra-spectral matching are always better than
the cross-spectral matching.
6.1.2 Tattoo Image Registration
In the part of tattoo image registration, we presented a two-level automatic tattoo image reg-
istration system based on SIFT descriptors. This system integrates SIFT and RANSAC with a
homography model for initial image registration as level one and red-channel CLAHE for error
correction as level two. Through experimental analysis (detailed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5),
our tattoo image registration indicates reliable performance for both under uncontrolled conditions
(NIST-Tatt-C) and controlled conditions (WVU-Tatt) tattoo databases. The benefits of this pro-
posed registration system are three-fold: 1) our system can register and evaluate the registration
performance automatically, 2) our system can implement error correction for registration automat-
ically, 3) through processing tattoo images in our registration system, the recognition performance
can be improved significantly (refer Fig. 5.12).
The potential reason why the red-channel-CLAHE integration method is the best solution of
error correction for level two based registration system is that red-channel-CLAHE method pro-
vides the most obvious color difference or color distribution for the tattoo image. Fig. 6.1 provides
an example to demonstrate the reason why red-channel-CLAHE is the most advanced way for our
level two of tattoo registration system. In Fig. 6.1, row 1 shows the original grayscale, red, blue
and green channel tattoo images. Row 2 shows the histogram of each image at row 1. Row 3
displays the tattoo images processed by CLAHE and row 4 shows the histogram of each image at
row 3. As we know, the image histogram indicates the pixel value distribution of the digital image.
From all the histograms in Fig. 6.1, the color content of red-channel-CLAHE processed image has
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Figure 6.1: The comparative example for different color channels of tattoo processed by CLAHE
or not. Row 1 shows the original grayscale, red, blue and green channel tattoo images. Row 2
shows the histograms of each of the images at row 1. Row 3 displays the tattoo images processed
by CLAHE and row 4 shows the histograms of each of the images at row 3.
the widest distribution, that means in the red-channel-CLAHE processed tattoo image, the tattoo
is maximum distinguished from skin. Therefore, the red-channel-CLAHE processed tattoo images
can always find more SIFT keypoints matched than others (refer Table. 4.1).
6.2 Limitations
In this work, especially for the database used for the approach of cross-spectral tattoo match-
ing, the WVU-Tatt database was collected by very expensive cameras, and the resolution of the
collected images is very high. This is one reason why we can achieve very good matching perfor-
mance. In the real-world applications, law enforcement may provide much cheaper cameras for
the surveillance systems and capture tattoo images with low resolution. There is no study related
to multi-resolution based tattoo recognition. But in [79], Zou and Yuen explored face recognition
with high and very low resolution and the results indicated that high resolution face recognition
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has a better matching performance than very low resolution face recognition. Therefore, the low
resolution based tattoo recognition may be a potential challenge for our proposed cross-spectral
matching method.
Another limitation of this work is that we only randomly selected 1 image each session per
subject from the WVU-Tatt database where there are 10 images for per subject, each session, to
test the proposed tattoo registration system. Even though we used high-speed cameras to capture
the tattoo images (collecting 10 images about 2 secs), there are still existing small differences
among these images which may influence the registration and matching performance.
Moreover, although there are many approaches related to tattoo matching and retrieval, even
some of works have proposed the tattoo localization and segmentation methods (all segmentation
and localization approaches are focus on visible band tattoo images, no existing approach is focus
on tattoo image in SWIR band), the topics of automated tattoo localization and segmentation are
still open, and have not been fully researched. The main challenge to prevent researchers to develop
a fully automatic tattoo localization and segmentation method is that tattoo is a special biometric
modality, unlike the other biometric modalities (face, ear, eye, and fingerprint), the shape, size
and content of tattoos has no restriction. For this reason, automated localization and segmentation
of tattoo images is extremely complicated. It is difficult to find out a unique feature to associate
with algorithms to segment or localize the tattoos especially with an intricate background of tattoo
image. One of newest works has done by Kim et al. [50] in 2016 gives a new perspective for
tattoo localization and segmentation method, however, the accuracy of this new method are fair, an
improved result still needs to be done to make this new method competitive.
6.3 Future Work
In the future work, firstly, we will re-run all experiments of cross-spectral matching with in total
150 subjects. Secondly, we will explore to localize and segment tattoo image automatically on both
visible and SWIR bands. One possible technique can help us achieve this goal is deep learning.
Deep learning has been proved as a very advanced approach in the fields of object detection,
segmentation and recognition, especially for face modality. This inspires us a new insight to apply
and adapt deep learning method for the problems of tattoo image detection, segmentation and
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matching. Thirdly, the tattoo matching for the SWIR band of 1400 nm and 1500 nm is still a big
challenge in this work, even though the matching performance has been improved significantly
by applying for photometric normalization technique, the final results are still not good enough.
Therefore, to find a new way to enhance the local or global feature for the SWIR band of 1400
nm and 1500 nm and improve the recognition accuracy is another necessary step for this work.
Fourthly, we will adapt our developed tattoo image registration system to make it can be used to
register SWIR tattoo images. Finally, we will collect more SWIR band tattoo images to extend our
database and explore large scale cross-spectral tattoo matching.
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